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The 51st Annual Meeting of
NAVA was held in Boston from
October 13-15, 2017. Eighty-eight
vexillologists came from 21 states,
3 provinces, and 3 other countries
to share a weekend of flag studies.
The meeting was held in the Omni
Parker House, a landmark of
downtown Boston within blocks of
Boston Common, the State House,
and the waterfront.

was the barrel-vaulted ceiling
painted with the state seal. The
Hall of Flags, also known as
Memorial Hall, is dedicated in
honor of Massachusetts soldiers. It
is decorated with the mural painting
The Return of the Colors by Edward
Simmons, which depicts an 1865
ceremony in which troops returning
from the Civil War presented the
battle flags they had carried

Report from NAVA 51 • Boston
The first event of the
weekend was a tour of
two rooms in the State
House of special interest to
NAVA members. The Great
Hall, a ceremonial space
between the chambers of
the legislature, is beautifully
decorated in marble with
sixteen full-sized allegorical
statues representing Law, Temperance, Prudence,
Justice, Fortitude, Punishment, Guilt, Equity,
Right, Innocence, Reward, Wisdom, Religion,
Virtue, Reason, and Legislation. Most impressive

throughout the conflict to
Governor John A. Andrew.
The hall displays replicas
of flags returned to the
State House by Bay State
soldiers who served in
many conflicts, including
the Spanish-American War,
World Wars I and II, the
Korean War, the Berlin
emergency, and the Vietnam War. Other murals
in the Hall of Flags depict the Battle of Concord,
the Mayflower Pilgrims as they first beheld the
NAVA 51 Annual Meeting continues on page 3
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Dear fellow NAVA members,
NAVA News is NAVA’s oldest publication, and also the most
diverse. While Raven and Flag Research Quarterly are limited
to longer academic articles, NN’s content covers a range from
shorter academic pieces to general flag information, members’
doings, and humor, as well as news about NAVA itself. One
particularly valuable feature of NN has been its timely coverage
of newsworthy world and national
events that involve flags. Two excellent
recent examples were the articles on
flags used by the racial extremists
in Charlottesville, and the use of
the Russian flag by anti-Trump protesters. Unlike our more
specialized publications, NN’s implicit philosophy has always
been “something for everyone.”
As incoming president, one of my first obligations is to pay
tribute to NN editor Byron DeLear, who will be passing the
baton after this issue. Byron has done a splendid job of editing
NAVA News and upholding its traditions. We’ll miss his hand at
the helm, and hope that he’ll continue to contribute to NAVA in
other ways.
One of the projects that we’ll be undertaking over the next
couple of months is a comprehensive review of NAVA’s
publications policy. The goal will be to make sure that we’re
providing you with the information and features you want in
the timeliest and most cost-effective way, while also maintaining
the standards of quality that you’ve come to expect from NAVA.
We’ll keep you posted on this effort, and feedback is welcome.
Enjoy this issue, and hope you had a great holiday season.
Vexillologically,
Peter Ansoff
President, NAVA
pres@nava.org
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NAVA 51 Annual Meeting continued from page 1

Above: Lineup
of past annual
meeting flags at
NAVA 51.
Center top: Stained
glass skylights in
Great Hall of Flags
at Massachusetts
State House.
Circular stained
glass shapes
represent original
13 colonies, with
Massachusetts in
the center.
Right: John
Hartvigsen
arranges flags
at the NAVA 51
opening ceremony.
Below: NAVA 51
attendees in the
Press Room at the
Omni Parker House
Hotel.
ALL PHOTOS:
TED KAYE

North American continent, and John
Eliot preaching to some Indians of
Massachusetts in an Algonquin
dialect. Stained glass skylights
depict the state seals of the
thirteen original states, with
Massachusetts in the center.
After registration in the
opulent lobby of Parker
House, the meeting resumed
Friday afternoon in the Press
Room, with the annual George
Henry Preble Lecture given by local
historian and Parker House devotee
Susan Wilson (see page 4). The President’s
reception in the Stowe Room provided a chance for
attendees to mingle and catch up.
Saturday’s program
in the Press Room
began with a brief
opening ceremony
acknowledging the
association’s return to
Boston fifty years after
the first meeting of

North American vexillologists on June 3, 1967. It
was followed by seven presentations on current
research in vexillology (see page 5). Annie Platoff,
Scot Guenter, and Ted Kaye reprised presentations
they gave at the International Congress of
Vexillology in London earlier in the summer. Each
paper was followed by a lively question-andanswer session with the audience.
Throughout the day, attendees enjoyed display
tables staffed by members offering unique flagrelated merchandise. Vendors made available
custom flags, used books, self-published works,
pins, and other collectibles.
The evening began in the Stowe Room with
a brief memorial service to Whitney Smith, the

long-time proprietor of the Flag Research
Center and founding president of
NAVA. Charles Spain, NAVA past
president and Secretary-General
of the Fédération internationale
des associations vexillologiques
(FIAV), spoke about the career
and legacy of Dr. Smith.
The meeting then moved to
the Alcott Room for the Whitney
Smith Dinner. Over a delicious
repast featuring the Parker
House specialties of buttery rolls
and Boston cream pie, attendees were
treated to the presentation of FIAV’s Fellow of
the Fédération award to Kenneth Reynolds for his
significant contributions to vexillology. President
John Hartvigsen offered his personal recognition
to the members of the Program Committee who
helped organize the meeting in Boston, namely
Luc Baronian, Chris Bedwell, Jim Croft, and Ted
McNabb, as well as their spouses.
The keynote speaker at the banquet was John
Hartvigsen, who has served as president of NAVA
since 2014. He spoke on his love of flags, his
experiences working with his wife Deanna to
sew their own flags, and his observations on the
significance of flags in building community spirit.
Sunday morning began with the annual business
meeting. In the interest of saving time, officers’
reports were accepted in writing rather than as
presentations. There were a number of bylaw
amendments on the ballot. The three amendments
offered by Hugh Brady were withdrawn by their
sponsor, and the amendment to allow universal
voting was approved. The nominating committee
of Bill Trinkle, David Martucci, and Lee Herold was
elected for the next year. Elected to the executive
board were Peter Ansoff, President; Luc Baronian,
First Vice-President; Steve Knowlton, Second VicePresident; Jim Ferrigan, Treasurer; and Ted Kaye,
Secretary.
Following the business meeting, two more
excellent presentations were delivered, and Luc
Baronian invited NAVA to join him next fall for the
annual meeting to be held in beautiful, historic
Quebec City. The meeting concluded with the
presentation of the Captain William Driver Award
to Carlos Morales-Ramírez for his fascinating survey
of Puerto Rican residents’ understanding of their
own flags and the flags of neighboring islands.
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The George Henry Preble Lecture
was held on Friday, October 13 in the Press
Room of Omni Parker House Hotel. After a warm
welcome from NAVA President John Hartvigsen,
First Vice-President Luc Baronian introduced the
lecturer, Susan Wilson. Ms. Wilson is a photographer, lecturer, and writer who, among other duties,
serves as the historian of Omni Parker House Hotel;
she is the author of The Omni Parker House Hotel:
A Brief History of America’s Longest Continuously
Operating Hotel and Heaven, by Hotel Standards, a
definitive account of the hotel’s history.
Ms. Wilson shared the
story of the founding of
the hotel by Harvey Parker
in 1855 near the seats of
government for both the State
of Massachusetts and the
City of Boston. As a popular
gathering place for Boston’s literary leaders, the
Parker House played host to the Saturday Club,
which was a monthly meeting of writers including
Ralph Waldo Emerson, James Russell Lowell, Louis
Agassiz, Nathaniel Hawthorne, John Greenleaf
Whittier, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Charles
Francis Adams, Francis Parkman, and Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Sr. During his lengthy visit to the
United States in 1867 and 1868, Charles Dickens
stayed in the Parker House. He performed readings
of A Christmas Carol to sellout crowds, and
perfected his delivery by practicing before a mirror.
During a twentieth-century renovation of the hotel,
the door and mirror from his room were placed in
storage, and have recently been put on display in
the hotel’s lobby.
A more notorious visitor was John Wilkes Booth,
the assassin of Abraham Lincoln. Booth stayed in
the hotel a week before he committed his foul deed
in April 1865. The hotel had a shooting range on
site, to allow concerned travelers to prepare to fend
off brigands on the unpoliced country roads of the
time. Booth was seen practicing his shooting at the
hotel.
During the nineteenth century, the Parker House
introduced a number of recipes that have since
becomes staples of menus across the country. The
Boston cream pie was one such innovation. While
its name clearly reflects its geographic origin, the
“pie” seems like a misnomer, as Boston cream pie
is really a cake. However, in the nineteenth century,
anything baked in a pie tin was called a pie, and

the Parker House recipe is
always prepared in a pie
tin. The Parker House roll
is obviously another recipe
from the hotel’s kitchen; it
is prepared with copious
quantities of butter, using
custom-made dough cutters that have been in use
for many decades.
Another famous occupant
of the Parker House was
the composer Jacques
Offenbach, who stayed
there during an 1876 tour
of the United States. He was
so taken by the flavor of
Parker House rolls that he
spontaneously hummed an original tune. The tune
was later incorporated as a motif into the opera
Tales of Hoffman.
The original structure of the Parker House
was razed in the 1920s, and the present building
was completed in 1927. Because one wing of
the original hotel remained open throughout
the rebuilding process, Parker House was able
to maintain its record as the longest continually
operating hotel in the country. The Omni name was
added to the Parker House name during a 1983
merger acquisition by the Omni hotel chain.
Following the lecture, Hartvigsen and Baronian
presented Wilson with an honorarium and the
recognition of NAVA.

Above: Susan
Wilson with John
Hartvigsen on left
and Luc Baronian.
TED KAYE

Left: Boston Cream
Pie. OMNI HOTELS.

COM.

Left column: Susan
Wilson delivering
the Preble Lecture.
TED KAYE

Above: Parker
House rolls.
KING ARTHUR
FLOUR CO.

Above: Parker
House hotel, circa
1900. HISTORY OF
MASSACHUSETTS.
ORG.
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NAVA 51 Vexillological Presentations
by Steven Knowlton
In addition to the Preble Lecture and the keynote
address at the Whitney Smith Dinner, the annual
meeting featured nine presentations of vexillological research. Each was accompanied by
PowerPoint slide shows or other audiovisual
augmentations.

John Hartvigsen

Scot Guenter

Saturday began with John Hartvigsen’s talk on
“The Changing Use of Flags and a Proliferation
of Flag Etiquette.” Hartvigsen noted that practices
surrounding the handling and display of national
flags reflect how a national culture views its own
flag. For example, the notion of a flag being
“consecrated” varies among nations, and sometimes even within a nation. Many in the United
States treat the American flag with great reverence,
while others are more casual. British army tradition
literally consecrates regimental colors in a church
ceremony, and retired flags are laid up in the
rafters of a church until they disintegrate.
Hartvigsen went
on to explain that
many of the rules of
flag use are unwritten
traditions, with
unknown origins.
This allows for
misunderstandings
about flag etiquette to spread as aspiring
flag-fliers base their protocols on
observation rather than following an
established rubric. He also observed that flag
folding practices vary by country, but usually
result in the display of a significant charge
in the folded version. For example, the
triangular folds given to the American flag
result in the stars, symbolizing the union of states,
remaining visible. Similarly, in Argentina the flag is
folded so that the Sun of May is displayed, and the
Indian flag is folded in a manner that leaves the
blue chakra symbol in a prominent position.
Scot Guenter reprised his talk from the 27th
International Congress of Vexillology (ICV) in
London, titled “Historical Shifts and Emergent
Paradigms: Tradition, Ideology, Sources of
Power, and Influences in Flag Studies.” Guenter
posited that vexillology is a social phenomenon,
as is any academic discipline; therefore, it can be

THREE PHASES OF
VEXILLOLOGY
1. PRE-WHITNEY SMITH
studied using
2. UNDER WHITNEY SMITH
the tools of
scholarship that
3. POST-WHITNEY SMITH
are applied to
other group
activities. His methods were a historical review of
the evolution of the discipline, and a critique of the
discipline through the lens of culture studies.
In his historical review, Guenter observed that
there have been three phases of vexillology. In the
era before Whitney Smith (whose career spanned
1960-2008), vexillology was seen as a branch of
heraldry, and its concerns were the documentation
of flag design and history. Smith and his British
colleague William Crampton (who was active from
1963 to 1997) promoted vexillology as a social
science, aimed at developing an understanding
of the place of flags within the cultural life of the
people who fly them. As an academic discipline,
it must proceed upon the foundations of thorough
documentation of sources and sound theoretical
understandings of social behavior. In recent years
since Smith retired, Guenter notes that some critics,
such as the podcaster Roman Mars, have “set up
a false dichotomy of two schools for vexillology”:
one school is focused on the observation of flag
design and use, while the other advocates for
“improved” flag design. Guenter argues that the
second school is, strictly speaking, not vexillology
but a separate discipline called vexillography.
Those who urge the adoption of new flag designs
“falsely suggest that when they do so they are
being impartial and objective”; rather, such
advocacy undermines their impartiality as students
of vexillology—defined as the social science
centered on flags.
Guenter’s cultural critique of the proponents of
new flag designs finds that they “want to claim
authority to not only study the culture around
flags, but to change it, and to change the flags
themselves.” Rejecting that claim, he instead
envisions a future for vexillology “building
upon Smith’s fundamental principles and based
in multicultural awareness of the dynamics of
interplay between civil symbols and community
identity, with interdisciplinary outreach.” To build
such a future, vexillologists must focus on critical
thinking and cultural analysis.
EXAMPLE PRESENTATION
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Another ICV encore was “American City Flag
Redesign: A Welcome Change,” presented by Ted
Kaye. Kaye noted that in the years since the 2015
debut of the podcast “Why City Flags May Be the
Worst-Designed Thing You’ve Never Noticed” by
Roman Mars, over ninety cities in the United States
have begun considering changing (or adopting
for the first time) their city flags. He has seized the
moment as a chance to engage in a rare vexillological
opportunity: studying the process of flag design and
adoption as it occurs, rather than historically. Kaye
notes five steps in the flag change process: 1) create
discontent with the current flag or enthusiasm about
changing the flag; 2) get buy-in from those authorized
to adopt a new flag; 3) establish a process to receive
designs; 4) form a
City Flag Redesign Efforts
committee to judge
proposed designs; 5)
have the city council
approve the final choice
of the committee.
New flag ideas are initiated from a number
of sources, such as media figures, city officials,
independent activists, civic associations, and
freelance flag designers. But successful efforts to
change city flags require more than a good design;
they must have political backing as well. Of the
ninety documented new flag proposals, twenty have
been adopted. Many more are working through
the political process, but the majority of them
have either been
Steps to Success
“stalled” on the
…the steps to success in changing a city flag:
1) Create discontent / enthusiasm for change.
way to adoption or
2) Get city government buy-in.
3) Create a process to receive designs.
have never gained
4) Name a proper committee to judge them.
traction beyond the
5) Have the city council vote yes/no.
initial proposal.
Kaye laid out best practices he has learned from
observing the many flag proposals in the last few
years. His most important takeaway is that “the
work is less about flag design than it is about
political process.” He demonstrated arguments to
overcome the most common objections to flag
change, and concluded with a dozen key lessons,
AMERICAN CITY FLAG REDESIGN

The final repeat performance from ICV was
Annie Platoff’s “Little Leninists: Symbols and
the Political Socialization of Soviet Children.”
Platoff noted that in the process of political socialization, children learn, in stages, to distinguish their
country from other nations, to distinguish between
“good” and “bad” countries, to recognize that each
country has a flag, to associate their country’s
flag with feelings of national pride, and finally to
understand their nation’s flag as a symbol of the
shared values of the nation’s citizens. In the Soviet
Union, children were socialized through exposure to a variety of symbols that expressed the
values of communism and national pride together;
the symbols included the flag, the state emblem
(or arms), the national anthem, the red star, the
Kremlin, portraits of Vladimir Lenin, and the slogan
“Workers of the World Unite!”

6

AMERICAN CITY FLAG REDESIGN

Columbia, South Carolina—Finalists

AMERICAN CITY FLAG REDESIGN

including, “Advance approval increases success”;
“Don’t propose a new design before proposing
flag change”; “Organizations and partnerships
succeed better than individuals”; “Involving students
advances the cause”; “Consider the effort a public
relations campaign”; and, “Expect a long process.”
Kaye’s talk included illustrations of flag proposals
for more than sixty municipalities, making it among
the most colorful of the day’s talks.

52

Symbols of the Little Octobrists
Ages 7-10

Membership
Pins

Flag

7

AM PLATOFF – LITTLE LENINISTS

13

Activities for school children often revolved
around political socialization. Children aged
seven to ten years old were enrolled in the Little
Octobrists (named for those who participated in
the October Revolution of 1917 that established
communist rule in the former Russian Empire). The
Little Octobrists wore pins with a baby picture of
Lenin, and each unit flew a red flag, proclaimed
as a “fragment of the banner of revolution.” At
age 10, children could join the Young Pioneers,
whose activities were aimed at preparing young
Soviets to become loyal citizens who followed the
teachings of the Communist Party. Their ceremonies
resembled those of the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts

6

Ted Kaye

Annie Platoff
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in the United States. Each Young Pioneer wore a red
neckerchief, to wrap the child in the red flag. They
recited the Solemn Promise of the Young Pioneer,
which resembled the Scout oath, and proclaimed
the motto, “To fight for the Communist Party, be
prepared.” Each unit had a red flag inscribed with
the motto, and observed elaborate rituals for the
display of the flag in meetings and on expeditions,
such as pilgrimages
Flags of the Young Pioneers
1962-1991
to Lenin’s tomb.
Young Pioneers
also were taught the
biographies of heroic
children who served
the nation, such as
by volunteering as
partisans to fight Axis soldiers during the Great
Patriotic War (World War II.)
Another use of flags in political socialization of
Soviet children was the distribution of “holiday
flags,” hand-wavers made of red cloth and emblazoned with nationalist or communist symbols
and images relevant to holiday themes. Examples
included hammers and sickles, the national
emblem, ships of the Soviet navy, medals awarded
to Soviet heroes, cosmonauts, and symbols of
world peace (to be expected when the nations of
the world embraced communism.)

Banner of a Pioneer Troop
Obverse

AM PLATOFF – LITTLE LENINISTS

David Martucci

Flag of a Pioneer Detachment
Obverse (left) and Reverse (right)
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David Martucci appeared in period costume to
present his talk on “The Second Continental
New Hampshire National and Regimental
Colors of 1777,” which he prepared with the
assistance of Anthony Wayne Tommell and Wesley
Balla. Martucci reviewed the history of two flags,
each five feet tall by five and one-half feet long,
discovered in 1907 in an English manor house.
Family lore held that the flags had been captured
from Continental Army troops by a British officer
during the Battle of Fort Anne, which occurred in
upstate New York on July 8, 1777. It was believed
that the flags had been carried by the Second
New Hampshire regiment, so in 1912 a group of
New Hampshire business owners organized a
fundraising effort, purchased the flags, and had
them mounted behind glass in the Tuck Library,
home of the New Hampshire Historical Society in
Concord.
Martucci investigated the historical record to
determine the accuracy of the family legend.
He concluded that the Second New Hampshire
was never at Fort Anne on the day of the battle.

However, he did determine that the flags were
likely newly sewn and painted in 1777, for the
Second Regiment. One flag, made buff-colored silk,
bore a circle made up of thirteen smaller linked
circles, each inscribed with the name of a state;
in the middle of the circle was a sun in splendor,
inscribed with the words “We Are One.” In the
canton was a small square, gyronny of red and
blue, with a white St. George’s cross and a white
St. Andrew’s cross overall. The other flag, of blue
silk, bore a red shield inscribed “NH 2d REGT,” with
a scroll above it labelled “The Glory Not the Prey.”
In the canton was a small square British Union flag
of the eighteenth century pattern. The flags were
procured from the Boston flag painter Daniel Rea
at a cost of two pounds each. Martucci thinks they
represent, respectively, a national color and a regimental color for the Second New Hampshire.
Rather than having been captured at the Battle of
Fort Anne, the flags were likely part of the baggage
train of the Second New Hampshire, which was
en route from Fort Ticonderoga to Skenesboro,
Vermont, on the date of the clash at Fort Anne.
However, the record shows that elements of the
British and German armies did catch the Second
New Hampshire at Hubbarton, Vermont, on the
previous day, and captured the baggage train.
Because of the very good condition of the flags,
Martucci believes that they were probably captured
as part of the baggage train before they ever were
used in battle.
Steve Knowlton presented his research on “The
Minute Man Flag and the Army-Navy E Flag:
Unifying Symbols for the American Home
Front in World War II.” The Minute Man flag
was awarded to organizations, such as factories,
offices, and schools, that had ninety percent of
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their members buying savings bonds. Knowlton
argued that the awarding of the flags was part of
a massive propaganda effort by the Franklin D.
Roosevelt administration to sway public opinion
toward supporting American involvement in World
War II. The savings bond program began in early
1940, well before Pearl Harbor, and was promoted
as “defense bonds” to help arm the United States
to defend itself, rather than engage in offensive
warfare against the Axis powers. Treasury Secretary
Henry Morgenthau preferred to raise funds from
individual citizens rather than banks, not because
the funds were insufficient in banks, but because
individual participation in the bond drive would
encourage Americans to feel that they had a stake
in the defense effort. The Minute Man symbol
was adapted from the sculpture of Daniel Chester
French that symbolized the volunteers of Concord

Minute
Man
Flag

Production
Award
Flag

and Lexington who took up arms to fight the British
army in the early days of the Revolutionary War.
The flag program, which began in early 1942 just as
the bonds became “war bonds” after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor, provided opportunities for
government officials to plan elaborate ceremonies
that drew upon familiar rituals of civil religion to
recognize the contribution of ordinary citizens to
the war effort and encourage cooperation with
rationing, taxation, and other wartime disruptions.
Another flag used to recognize civilian war
efforts was the
Army-Navy
“E” flag, given
to plants that
manufactured
war materiel
with a high level
of efficiency and
quality. It was

the brainchild of Lewis Strauss, a naval officer who
was seeking incentives to encourage defense plants
to do better work. The “E” symbol originated as an
award for naval ships that demonstrated excellence
in gunnery or engineering. As with the Minute Man
Flag, ceremonies revolving around the awarding
of “E” flags featured prominent speakers, patriotic
music, and a
healthy dose
of propaganda
equating war
workers to
the fighting
men, as equal
contributors to
victory. The “E”
flag, however, was more prestigious, and individual
workers in the plants proudly wore lapel pins
identifying them as contributors to award-winning
production efforts.
Annie Platoff spoke again, this time about
doing research in the Dr. Whitney Smith Flag
Research Center Collection at the Dolph Briscoe
Center for American History at the University of
Texas. She covered the process of discovering
what information is held in the collection, placing
a request to use the collection, making the best
use of limited hours the collection is open, and
properly photographing and documenting the items
of interest.

Dr. Whitney Smith Flag Research Center Collec7on

It is wai-ng for you at the Briscoe Center for American History,
The University of Texas at Aus-n

One Box, One Folder, One Item at a Time
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Steven Knowlton

Annie Platoff
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Robert Sarwark
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Robert Sarwark took on a contemporary topic
in his talk on “The Water Protectors: Native
American Nationalism, Environmentalism,
and the Flags of the Dakota Access Pipeline
Protests of 2016-2017.” The Dakota Access
Pipeline is intended to carry crude oil from wells
in North Dakota to tanks in southern Illinois.
Its proposed route traverses the Standing Rock
reservation, home to more than 8,000 members
of the Great Sioux Nation. In April 2016, small
numbers of protesters began to gather and express
their disapproval of the route, on the grounds that
an oil spill would endanger the water supplies for
the residents of Standing Rock. By late September,
more than 4,000 protesters, of many ethnicities
including Indians from tribes other than the Sioux,
were regularly gathering at Standing Rock. In
December, then-President Barack Obama denied
the easement required to build the pipeline across
Standing Rock; but in January, newly elected
President Donald Trump granted the easement.

Water protectors, not protesters
“...to have reverence for
the earth and one another,
including law
enforcement, the Army
Corps of Engineers, and
the governor.”
David Goldberg, M.D., “Lessons from
Standing Rock -- Of Water, Racism, and
Solidarity,” New England Journal of
Medicine,” 13 April 2017: 1404.

“Standing Rock and Beyond,” Washington, D.C., December 8, 2016 (Wikimedia Commons/User:
Rob87438)

Fei Xing

Sarwark explored the flags carried by protesters,
who called themselves “Water Protectors,” and used
the motto mní wiconi, which is the Lakota (Sioux)
phrase meaning “water is life.” He discussed the
flag of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, which
bears the tribal seal on a light blue field; the flag
of the American Indian Movement, with vertical
bars of red, yellow, white, and black—colors

with spiritual significance to many Indians; the
flag of the Mohawks, which is red with a yellow
sun in splendor bearing a Mohawk man’s head
in profile; the Iroquois (or Haudenosaunee)
flag, with a purple field showing a white pattern
traditionally woven from wampum beads that
represents the five Iroquois nations united under
the Great Tree of Peace; the United States flag,
sometimes flown upside-down during the protests
as a sign of distress, and sometimes modified with
corporate logos replacing the stars, to mock and
decry the influence of commercial interests upon
government; the flag of the Oglala Sioux, showing
eight white tipis arranged in a circle on a red field;
the Northern Cheyenne flag, with its blue field
and white wohehiv star, symbolizing guidance and
hope (this symbol may be familiar from the NAVA
President’s flag); and the Gadsden flag, yellow
with a rattlesnake and the slogan “Don’t Tread On
Me”—which has recently seen use as a symbol of
the Tea Party movement but which retains its antiauthoritarian message in any context.
Sarwark also shared some vexilloids seen at the
protests. These were banners, printed like posters
with drawings of Sioux women standing in the
rain, and bearing slogans such as “water is sacred”
or “water is life.”
Sunday saw two presentations. Fei Xing,
speaking with the assistance of a translator,
presented “Influence of the U.S. and Soviet
Flags on the Chinese Flag.” He traced the
development of the Chinese flag through the
twentieth century. Imperial China flew yellow
flags bearing the mythical Azure Dragon and
the Flaming Pearl of the Three-Legged Crow, all
significant symbols in Chinese traditional belief.
After the Republic of China was established in
1912, the state adopted a flag of five horizontal
stripes of red, yellow, blue, white, and black. This

Vexilloid posters/banners

http://onamancollective.com/murdoch-belco urt-banner-downloads/
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represented the principle of “Five Races under
One Union,” meaning the Han, Manchu, Mongol,
Hui, and Tibetan people living in mutual harmony.
Another flag of the period was the army’s EighteenStar Flag, showing a nine-pointed black star, with
yellow globes at the tip and base of each ray, all on
a red field. Following a military campaign in 1928,
the Kuomintang, or Nationalist, party gained control
of China and adopted a red flag with a blue canton
showing a white sun shape. Most recently, the
Communist Party took control of China in 1949 and
adopted the current red flag with five yellow stars
in the canton.
Fei posited that some of the principles of
representation in the U.S. flag were seen in early
flags of the Republic of China. For example, stripes
representing the thirteen states that came together
to form the United States were an influence on
the use of horizontal stripes to represent the five
peoples of China uniting in one nation. Similarly,
the use of fifty stars, representing each state, was
paralleled by the use of eighteen solar symbols to
represent the eighteen administrative divisions of
China in the period.

a six-item questionnaire that was administered to
fifty Puerto Rican residents. 96% of participants
could draw a Puerto Rican flag, but only 74%
correctly drew all parts of the flag. Further questions involved identifying the officially-assigned
meaning of the shapes and colors of the flag; only
two percent of respondents were able to provide
three correct responses, while 76% provided incorrect answers or did not answer. When analyzing the
results, Morales-Ramírez found that the level of a
participant’s education was not correlated with their
knowledge of the flag.
SYMBOLISM

• RED = Blood that nourishes the three
governmental branches.
• BLUE = “Republican Government/Powers”
• WHITE = Liberty and human rights
• STAR = Commonwealth
• FLAG ITSELF = Brotherhood with Cuba

The same questions were asked about the
particpants’ municipal flags, and about the flags of
neighboring countries. 56% of respondents drew a
flag, but only 32% correctly drew all parts of their
flags. Of neighboring countries, all respondents
correctly identified the U.S. flag, and only one
respondent identified the flag of Haiti. Otherwise,
no specific pattern of correct and incorrect answers
was observed.
RESULTS –
LATIN
AMERICAN
FLAGS

• OBSERVATIONS:

As well, Soviet flags had an influence on the flag
of the People’s Republic of China. Red flags with
yellow symbols were widely used to symbolize
Communist movements in the former Russian
Empire. The use of a star to symbolize the guiding
role of the Communist Party is another Soviet trope.
Sunday’s presentations concluded with “The
Puerto Rican Flag: A Pilot Study in Vexillology,”
presented by Carlos Alberto Morales-Ramírez.
Morales-Ramírez sought to measure the extent of
Puerto Rican citizens’ knowledge about the Puerto
Rican flag and their municipal flag. Drawing upon
established social science methods, he prepared

• No speciﬁc patern of correct/
incorrect answers was
observed.
• Everyone iden5ﬁed the ﬂag of
the US.
• Only one individual iden5ﬁed
the ﬂag of Hai5.

Correct
answers
One

Percentage
6%

Two

8%

Three

14%

Four

8%

Five

20%

Six

6%

Seven

14%

Eight

16%

Nine

6%

Ten

2%

Morales-Ramírez summarized his findings as
including the facts that knowledge of the Puerto
Rican flag is associated with a strong sense of pride
and nationalistic feeling, and serves as a reminder
of Puerto Rico’s unique culture. Knowledge of the
municipal flags is high in Puerto Rico because the
law requires the display of the flags, guaranteeing
their exposure. Morales-Ramírez was awarded the
Captain William Driver Award for Best Paper at the
meeting.

10

Carlos Alberto
Morales-Ramírez
ALL IMAGES OF
PRESENTERS: TED
KAYE
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NAVA 51 Presentations / Communications
Left: Scot Guenter
Right: John
Hartvigsen

Historical Shifts and Emergent Paradigms: Tradition, Ideology,
Sources of Power, and Influences in Flag Studies
Scot M. Guenter, California
The Changing Use of Flags and a Proliferation of Flag Etiquette
John M. Hartvigsen, Utah

Left: Ted Kaye
Right: Steven
Knowlton

American City Flag Redesign: A Welcome Change
Ted Kaye, Oregon
The Minute Man Flag and the Army-Navy E Flag: Unifying Symbols
for the American Home Front in World War II
Steven A. Knowlton, New Jersey

Left: David
Martucci
Right: Carlos
Morales-Ramírez

The Second Continental New Hampshire National and Regimental
Colors of 1777
David Martucci, Maine
The Puerto Rican Flag: A Pilot Study in Vexillology
Carlos Alberto Morales-Ramírez, Singapore 		

Right: Anne Platoff

Little Leninists: Symbols and the Political Socialization of Soviet Children
Anne M. Platoff, California
Dr. Whitney Smith Flag Research Center Collection
Anne M. Platoff, California

Left: Robert
Sarwark
Right: Fei Xing

ALL PHOTOS:
TED KAYE

The Water Protectors: Native American Nationalism, Environmentalism,
and the Flags of the Dakota Access Pipeline Protests of 2016-2017
Robert Sarwark, Georgia
Influence of the U.S. and Soviet Flags on the Chinese Flag
Fei Xing, China

THANK YOU
The Program Committee and the Association’s Executive Board wish to thank the following for
their help in organizing and underwriting NAVA 51. / Le Comité de programme et le Conseil
d’administration tiennent à remercier les personnes suivantes pour leur aide dans l’organisation
et envers le financement de NAVA 51.
Luc V. Baronian, Université du Québec à
Chicoutimi

CRW Flags for underwriting the Presidents’
Reception

Robert R. (Bob) Caggiano, Annin Flagmakers

Dixie Flag Mfg. Co. for storing and caring for the
meeting flags collection

Paul and Elizabeth Swenson, Colonial Flag Co.
Colonial Flag Co. for the NAVA 51 large flags
Annin Flagmakers for the NAVA 51 table flags,
Association flags, and Whitney Smith flags
Colonial Flag Co. for underwriting the Preble
Lecture honorarium

The Flag Research Center for underwriting the
Driver Award honorarium
Jonathan Lehmann/Cambium Creative for
in-kind layout services
Rick Wyatt/CRW Flags Cannon Research Grant

Vexillological Association of the State of Texas for award certificates and presentation folders
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Whitney Smith Memorial Service
Remarks by FIAV Secretary-General Charles Spain at the October 14, 2017 public
memorial service for Whitney Smith.

T

his is the final goodbye.
Whitney died last November. His family
conducted a private memorial service last
December in Winchester, where he worked and
lived at The Flag Research Center. Whitney asked
that a public memorial service be held for the
vexillological world, and one was held in South
Kensington, London in August in conjunction with
the Twenty-Seventh International Congress of
Vexillology. This service tonight is the last formal
remembrance of him and his life’s work.
Whitney always kept his own counsel about his
plans, and it came as a surprise to me when his son
Austin informed me that Whitney had asked that I
conduct the public memorial services. Both Austin
and I agreed that it was “so Whitney” to leave
instructions for others to carry out.
Since his death in November, there has been
media coverage in newspapers spanning his local
communities of Winchester and Lexington, The
Boston Globe, The New York Times, The Times
(London), and The Economist. I was especially
touched by a Boston Globe file photo of Whitney as
a child holding U.S., North Korean, and Texas flags
with a look of wonder on his face at the
power of these bits of cloth.
The official obituary, written by
Whitney, of course, was issued by The
Flag Research Center on the day he died.
It was published as he instructed in The
Flag Bulletin number 234, and each of
you has a copy.
Much has been written and said about
Whitney since last November, and many
of you here tonight knew him. Personal
remembrances were given in August when we
gathered at Holy Trinity Church in London. So I
will assume that you know the basic information
about Whitney and his many accomplishments. The
majority of our time here tonight will be informal,
where you can share stories of Whitney with new
and old friends in small groups.
Whitney knew that vexillology depended in
large part on establishing personal relationships
and fellowship, and it was Whitney who first
proposed in 1963 that a gathering be organized of

those interested in studying flags. FIAV was born
from that idea of personal relationships, and after
that first gathering there came other vexillological
institutions and organizations. I will keep my
remarks brief so we can enjoy that fellowship
Whitney realized was indispensable to the success
of his vision.

Above: Charles
Spain leading the
memorial service
at the request of
the Smith family at
NAVA 51. ANNIE
PLATOFF

A

nd a grand vision it was, and still is.
Whitney didn’t create the love of flags
and the passion they engender. He didn’t
write the first scholarly books on flags. Preble,
Neubecker, and others got there first.
But Whitney saw something different, and it
was this vision that quickly become his
destiny. Whitney recognized that political
symbols, and specifically flags, had
never before been considered by social
scientists as legitimate subjects for study.
He saw two reasons for this, first, flags
were considered to be mere decoration
for “real” events, and second, the people
who deal with graphic symbols are
often unfamiliar with the social sciences.
Whitney concluded that social scientists
treated flags as superficial or trivial objects, and
therefore “having no hypotheses, no theoretical
framework allowing them to deal with the subject,
[social] scientists have simply not known what to do
with flags, how to think about them.”
I believe there was a third reason flags were
ignored by academia. Flags engender intense
passion, and how does an academic secure a
faculty teaching position and achieve tenure
while writing dispassionately about the preeminent symbol of nationalism in the 20th and 21st

Center: Dr. Whitney
Smith, 1940-2016.
SYBIL SMITH

Above: Whitney
Smith began
collecting flags as
a child, inspired
by watching a
ceremony on the
Revolutionary War’s
first battle. BOSTON

GLOBE PHOTO 1952
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Above: Whitney
Smith’s personal
flag.
Center: Whitney
Smith as NAVA
President at NAVA
11 / ICV 7 (1977).
NICK ARTIMOVICH

Below: The Flag
Research Center
transfer ceremony
held July 16,
2013, in Danvers,
Mass. In front of
the flags of the
U.S., Massachusetts, Texas, FIAV,
NAVA, and VAST
are (from left):
Dr. Scot Guenter,
Hugh Brady, Austin
Smith (and Bevo,
The University of
Texas’s mascot);
Dr. Whitney Smith,
Dr. Don Carleton;
and Charles Spain.
PETER MUMFORD
AND AUSTIN SMITH
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centuries? Such controversy has left other fields
barren before—the lack of scholars of post-1949
China is a famous example in which anti-communist political orthodoxy left the United States with a
very real knowledge gap from the 1950s to 1970s.
Despite the popular anti-intellectual dislike of
scholars in the U.S., lacking knowledge really is a
bad thing.
Whitney’s vision was to apply socialscientific principles to flags, which
he viewed as “the strongest and most
independent of time of all the symbols.”
And he was a teenager when he began
making this seemingly impossible vision
a reality. This was no mere kid with
a crazy idea, this was a man with the
determination of a biblical prophet.
Whitney created the word that
describes the sub-discipline of the social
sciences that studies flags—vexillology.
With his friend Gary Grahl, Whitney
founded The Flag Research Center
and published the first vexillological publication, The Flag Bulletin. He enabled the founding
of organized vexillology, becoming the father of
those institutions and organizations, and a teacher,
mentor, and friend to so many of us, past and
present. He gave up an academic career as a
professor, becoming the unlikely entrepreneur who
made his living as a professional vexillologist.
I think of Whitney as a genius, not merely
because he was brilliant, but because he figured
out how to make his vision a reality. There was no
one else like him, and there never will be. He was
a titan.

H

ow did he do it? He did have a huge ego,
but the same could be said about many in
this room. He was relentless in his quest,
but, again, that didn’t make him unique amongst
us. I think there are three reasons he succeeded.

First, he had a vision worthy of devoting a
lifetime. We know the power of these symbols,
of which Emperor Napoleon bluntly stated, “It
is with these things that men are led.” Of course
flags should be studied by the social sciences to
explain the human condition. Recent controversies
in the United States over flag rituals cry out for a
respected expert to explain the history
and context of singing the national
anthem at sporting events.
Second, Whitney saw everything in his
life as expendable in the quest to make
vexillology a reality. Just ask his family.
Whitney also saw no need to micromanage vexillological institutions and
organizations. Many such entities were
created and vanished in his lifetime.
Whitney certainly had an opinion about
the value of their work, but trying to
police their behavior was ultimately not
his concern. He kept his eyes on the
prize.
Third, Whitney cultivated friendships that
enabled him to accomplish things he couldn’t do
by himself. While his ego was enormous, he understood his limits.

W

as he successful? If the test is, “Did he
accomplish everything he wanted in his
lifetime?”, then the answer is “No.” But
things rarely work out for prophets. Moses got to
see the Promised Land, but he did not cross the
River Jordan and set foot in it.
Whitney wanted his collection to be placed in
an internationally recognized academic research
library. Many of you in this room participated in
discussions over the decades about how to make
that happen. He also wanted an International Flag
Museum, where the public could view significant
flags and flag-related objects. But those projects
weren’t ever going to happen as long as Whitney
could work at The Flag Research Center—his vast
library and collection. He just couldn’t separate
himself from it. It was failing health that finally led
him to the conclusion that it was time to act. With
the help of friends and family his collection was
placed at The University of Texas at Austin, something that Whitney publicly announced in 2010 in
Arcadia, California at the last vexillological meeting
he attended.
The availability of the Whitney Smith Flag
Research Center Collection to scholars is an
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enormous step forward in recognizing Whitney’s
vision of vexillology. Already Annie Platoff has traveled to Austin and used the Collection as she works
on her dissertation. I certainly expect her to join
that slowly growing group of scholars who have
been conferred doctorates for writing on flags—
William Crampton, Scot Guenter, Fred Brownell,
and Željko Heimer.
A missing piece is still the museum. The public
loves historic flags, and there are private collections
that I hope can become part of that institution. I’m
doubtful we can raise the money to fully support
the Smith Collection if we don’t also have the
companion museum. Scholarship is linked to public
support, and vexillology needs that public support.

S

o, did Whitney succeed? Absolutely. The question
now is, what can we do to further vexillology?
Whitney’s most complete statement on vexillology was his “Fundamental Theses of Vexillology,”
published 35 years ago in The Flag Bulletin. It’s as
close to a catechism of vexillology as there is. And
it’s pedantic, but the audience was mainly Whitney’s
fellow social scientists. It’s a thorough justification of why flags are worthy of serious study. It’s
reprinted in Flag Research Quarterly number 3
and worthy of your time.
In the manner of Martin Luther, Whitney wrote a
number of theses, which you have along with your
service program. Please read them. Understanding

vexillology helps us
promote vexillology, as
well as understanding
the relationship of
related flag matters. As
I said before, lacking
knowledge really is a
bad thing.
In his article,
Whitney concluded
as follows: “Since vexillology is very much in its
infancy, it is impossible at present to say what
directions it will take in the future. Indeed it is not
at all certain that it will achieve the ‘escape velocity’
necessary for launching as a recognized scientific
discipline. A century from now it is possible that
the study of flags will be considered
exactly as it was a century ago—an antiquarian curiosity suitable as a hobby for
children or the retired, but scarcely a fit
subject for the serious consideration of
adult women and men. If so, the failure
will be ours for having inadequately
developed the inherent possibilities of
the subject.”
Let us not fail him.

45-Year Members—Since 1972
Michael F. H. Halleran
Roger Philémon Baert
D. Ralph Spence
40-Year Members—Since 1977
William M. Becker
Peter B. Edwards
Roy A. Glaser
John A. Lowe
35-Year Member—Since 1982
James C. Acheson
30-Year Members—Since 1987
Patrick Ka’ano’i
Jörg M. Karaschewski
Ralph D. Kelly
25-Year Members—Since 1992
Peter Ansoff
David C. Craig
Mary Ann Docktor-Smith
Earl Fain IV
William E. Spencer
Dennis Stevens

Joann Ziegeweid (Flags & Poles
International)
20-Year Members—Since 1997
Luc V. Baronian
Harold D. Ford
Jay H. Ginsburg
John R. King III
Kevin J. Murray
Daniel R. Sanley
John D. Schmale
Steven C. Wheatley
Don Wheeler
15-Year Members—Since 2002
Anthony J. Forte
E. Glenn Gilbert
Carl B. Hellquist
Andrew A. Kling
Morgan J. Milner
Louis Maxime Meka Meka
John Moody
Michael Orelove
Martin G. Phillips
Sophie Rault
John F. Schilke
John H. Siner
David E. Wagner

Above: President
Lyndon B. Johnson
greets Whitney
Smith at the White
House, June 21,
1966.

Please stand as you are able for a
moment of silence for the Founder,
Whitney Smith.

NAVA Membership Anniversaries
50-Year Members—Since 1967
Gerhard P. Grahl
David B. Martucci

14

Adrian E. Wagner
Cindy Williams
James A. Williams
10-Year Members—Since 2007
Stanley K. Contrades
Paul Esposito
Javier Hernandez
Marlene Little
Beverly Ann Maxwell
Audrey Joan Merrington
Rodney Blaine Miller
T. Richard Rust, Jr.
John W. Schott
5-Year Members—Since 2012
Tyler Amick
William R. Anderson
Elizabeth Ball
Keith Bassolino
David Boyce
Paxton Butler (USFlagStore)
Declan Coles
Wilder Davies
Byron DeLear
Steven Dieter
Thomas Durbin
Michael Esposito

Xing Fei
Ronald Lee Fox
Michael Gahan
Timothy Gallagher
Doug Hansen
Dale Hawkins
Ryan James
Steven Knowlton
Russell Martin
Gregory Matson
Melanie Now ell (Soulard MultiService)
Nora Oppenheim
Thao Pham
Darrell Rivers
Karl Shehu, esq. (Shehu LLC)
DeVaughn Simper
Kelly Swyers
John Thomas
David G. Wagner
David Wellman
Gary Wilson
Mike Young (Eagle Mountain Flag
& Flagpole Co.)
We are pleased to honor our members’
anniversaries, and apologize for any
inadvertent omissions.

Above: Whitney
Smith and Vanessa
Van de Putte at
NAVA 42 (Austin
2008), holding
Whitney’s Honorary
Texan certificate.
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NAVA 51
montage
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1

3

2

1 Steven Knowlton
presenting his paper.
2 John Hartvigsen
and Ted McNabb
hold the flag of
Castile and León.
3 Ken Reynolds
on right shaking
hands with Henry
W. Moeller, author
of the new book,
The Thirteen-Star
American Flag.
4 At the Whitney
Smith Dinner, John
Hartvigsen, on left—
as the NAVA 47 local
arrangements chair
for the 2013 annual
meeting in Salt Lake
City—presented
gift bags containing
Utah honey and
boxes of mix to
make Lion House
rolls (to compare to
Parker House rolls)
to five members who
made outstanding
contributions to
NAVA in the last
several years.
Members were (from
left): Vanessa Van de
Putte, Charles Spain,
Hugh Brady, Chris
Bedwell and Peter
Ansoff. Peter Ansoff
later pronounced
that Lion House rolls
were better.
5 Xing Fei on right
presenting his paper
with his sister, Su
Wang translating
for him.

5

4

6

7

8

10

9

11

6 Luc Baronian
7 Amber Atteberry
and Vern León
8 John Hartvigsen
delivering his
keynote address at
the Whitney Smith
Dinner.
9 Patricia Essapo
and Maxime Meka
Meka, attending
from the office of
the Prime Minister of
Cameroon.
10 Jim Ferrigan
11 Ted Kaye
12 Carl Gurtman
13 Timothy
McCloskey on right,
with son, Daniel.
14 Charles Spain on
left, presenting the
FIAV Fellow of the
Federation award to
Ken Reynolds.
ALL PHOTOS:
TED KAYE
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13

14
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North American Vexillological Association /
Association nord-américaine de vexillologie
2016–2017 Awards and Honors / Prix et honneurs
Captain William Driver Award / Prix Capitaine-William-Driver1
Carlos A. Morales-Ramírez for “The Puerto Rican Flag: A Pilot Study
in Vexillology” (2017)
Doreen Braverman Award / Prix Doreen-Braverman3
Annin Flagmakers, Bob Caggiano, vice president of sales
1

Bylaws § 2.05

2

Bylaws § 2.06

3

Bylaws § 2.07

2016–2017 Officers, Committees, and Boards /
Officiers, conseils et comités
Executive Board / Conseil d’administration1

Appointed Officers / Les officiers désignés4

President / Président
John M. Hartvigsen
First Vice President / Premier vice-président
Luc V. Baronian
Second Vice President / Deuxième vice-président
Edward A. McNabb
Secretary / Secrétaire
Lee L. Herold
Treasurer / Trésorier
John S. Adcock
Past President Consultant / Président sortant
consultant
Hugh L. Brady2

Archivist / Archiviste
John A. Lowe

Nominating Committee / Comité des mises
en candidature3
Scot M. Guenter
		 Chair / Directeur
Hugh L. Brady
James J. Ferrigan III

Auditor / Vérificateur
vacant
Parliamentarian / Parlementaire
Hugh L. Brady
Registered Agent / Représentant légal
Ernest E. Aitchison
Flag Research Quarterly Editors / Rédacteurs
Kenneth J. Hartvigsen5
Steven A. Knowlton
Raven: A Journal of Vexillology Editor-in-Chief /
Rédacteur en chef
Kenneth W. Reynolds5

Top: 2016-2017
NAVA executive
board at NAVA
51, (from left):
John Adcock
(treasurer), Lee
Herold (secretary),
Ted McNabb
(2nd VP), Luc
Baronian (1st VP),
John Hartvigsen
(president).
Middle: Carlos A.
Morales-Ramírez
on right accepting
the Captain William
Driver Award from
John Hartvigsen.
Bottom: NAVA 51
business meeting.
ALL PHOTOS:
TED KAYE
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Bottom right: Peter
Ansoff (left) and
John Hartvigsen
TED KAYE
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Appointed Officers / Les officiers désignés6

Special Committees / Comités spéciaux

Director of the Digital Library / Directrice de la
bibliothèque numérique
Anne M. Platoff

Awards & Honors Committee / Comité des prix
et honneurs10
Scot M. Guenter
Chair / Directeur
Kevin Harrington
Steven A. Knowlton
Charles A. Spain
H.P. (Pete) Van de Putte Jr.
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)

Media Relations Officer / Directeur des relations
avec les médias
James J. Ferrigan III
NAVA News Editor-in-Chief / Rédacteur en chef
Byron DeLear7
Protocol Officer / Agent du protocole
James J. Ferrigan III
Shopkeeper / Responsable des ventes
Al Cavalari
Standing Committees / Comités permanents9
Budget Committee / Comité du budget
John S. Adcock
Chair / Directeur
Christopher P. Bedwell
Edward A. McNabb
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Flag Design Committee / Comité de
vexillographie
Lee L. Herold
Chair / Directeur
James L. Croft
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Membership Committee / Comité d’adhésion
Lee L. Herold
Chair / Directeur
James A. Croft
Catherine Wright
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Program Committee / Comité de programme
Luc V. Baronian
Chair / Directeur9
Christopher P. Bedwell
Hugh L. Brady
James A. Croft
Kenneth W. Reynolds (adviser)
Edward A. McNabb
Charles A. Spain (adviser)
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Publications Committee / Comité des publications
Edward A. McNabb
Chair / Directeur
Luc V. Baronian
Kenneth J. Hartvigsen
Anne M. Platoff
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)

Award Judges / Juges des prix11
John S. Adcock
Luc V. Baronian
Hugh L. Brady
Hipolito Rafael Chacón
Scot M. Guenter
John M. Hartvigsen
Lee L. Herold
Edward A. McNabb
Grants Committee / Comité des bourses12
Scot M. Guenter
Chair / Directrice
Perry Dane
Kenneth W. Reynolds
John Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Flag Conservation Committee / Comité de
conservation des drapeaux12
Gwen Spicer
Chair / Directrice
James J. Ferrigan III
Kenneth J. Hartvigsen
John Hartvigsen (ex officio)
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Editorial Boards / Comités de rédaction14
Raven: A Journal of Vexillology Editorial Board /
Comité de rédaction
Scot M. Guenter
Chair / Directeur
Perry Dane
Anne M. Platoff
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
Flag Research Quarterly Editorial Board /
Comité de rédaction
Edward A. McNabb
Chair / Directeur
John A. Lowe
David B. Martucci
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)
NAVA News Editorial Board / Comité de rédaction
Edward A. McNabb,
Chair / Directeur
James A. Croft
John M. Hartvigsen (ex officio)

Bookend Activity at
NAVA 51

Bylaws § 5.02(a).
Nonvoting; title conferred by the executive board based on
Bylaws § 5.16(a).
3
Bylaws § 6.02(a).
4
Bylaws § 6.04(a).
5
Bylaws § 6.16(a); five-year term for editor-in-chief established by
Bylaws § 6.16(b) and executive board policy 2013-001 (Publications
Policy) § 3.5.
6
Offices created by the executive board under Bylaws § 6.04(a).
7
Three-year term for editor-in-chief established by Publications Policy
§ 3.6.
8
Bylaws § 7.01; majority of voting members on standing committees
must be corporate directors pursuant to Illinois General Not For Profit
Corporation Act of 1986 § 108.40(a).
9
Executive board policy 2014–001 (Annual Meetings Policy) § 2.2.
10
Bylaws §§ 7.02(a), 7.12.
11
Bylaws §§ 2.05(e), 2.06(c).
12
Committee created by the executive board under Bylaws § 7.02(b).
13
Committee created by the executive board under Bylaws § 7.02(b) and
executive board policy 2014–001 (Annual Meetings Policy) § 3.
14
Committee created by the executive board under Bylaws § 7.02(b)
and executive board policy 2013–001 (Publications Policy) § 5.1;
three-year terms for editorial boards established by Publications
Policy § 5.2.
1
2
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Top left column:
Detail of painting
viewed at the
Museum of Fine
Arts 13 October
2017 by attendees
at NAVA 51. DAVE
MARTUCCI

Bottom left column:
“Washington’s
Cruisers” or the
“Massachusetts
Navy Ensign” flag
made by Eliza and
Caroline Wellington
for the 19 April
1875 Centennial
event in Lexington,
Massachusetts.
BRUCE STEWART

Top right column:
The “car pool”
tourists at
Lexington looking
at the probable
Confederate Flag
Proposal of 1861.
From left to right,
Gwen Spicer,
Janet Martucci,
Bruce Stewart,
Dave Martucci,
Jim Ferrigan, Al
Cavalari, Cindy
Williams, Rich
Monahan, and
Pauline Cavalari.
STACEY FRASER

Middle right
column: The
Bedford Flag
as seen on 16
October 2017.
BRUCE STEWART

Bottom right
column: Remnant
of bunting used
at the Reception
for Lafayette at
Lexington on 9
September 1824.
BRUCE STEWART

Below: Rich
Monahan next
to a full size
photograph of
the Bedford Flag
at the Bedford
Free Library
interpretative
exhibit about
the flag. JANET
MARTUCCI
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NAVA Members Speak in Latest Survey
by Ted Kaye
The first full survey of NAVA members since
2006 has provided a tremendous amount of
information and meaningful guidance to the
NAVA executive board. The 8-question survey
was sent to members in late October, and
garnered 164 responses in two weeks. Members
spoke loudly and clearly, giving guidance on the
membership’s priorities for improving NAVA. Their
highest priorities, which will guide the board’s
short-term agenda, are:
• Make online membership, signup, and
renewal easy
Below: Luc
Baronian
addresses
attendees at the
NAVA 51 Whitney
Smith Dinner. TED
KAYE

• Deliver publications when owed and on an
announced schedule
• Improve the web site, including an accurate
and accessible member directory
• Maintain a single member database

Nearly half of the respondents volunteered to
assist with NAVA governance in various specific
ways, making over 250 individual offers to help
in about 25 task areas. Topping the list were: flag
design judging/advising, editing/proofreading/
writing, gathering flag news, school curriculum
development, and social media. The NAVA
leadership has already begun reaching out for
help, and members can expect to hear from
committee chairs over the next few months.
The survey also asked a difficult question:
What is your primary area of flag interest? It
was difficult because many NAVA members
have more than one. However, nearly half
said “General enthusiast” (45%), followed by
“Collector” (13%), “Historian” (11%), “Academic/
scholar/researcher” (9%), Designer (6%),
“Dealer/retailer” (3%), and “Protocol Officer” (3%).
These responses show the diverse range of
connections NAVA members have to flags, and
will be food for thought about the ways that NAVA
can serve them.
Over 90 members answered the open-ended
question “What does/can NAVA do for you?”
Answers ranged from “keep me informed and
entertained” to “connect with other members
with similar goals and interests” and “provide a
definitive source of ALL aspects of Vexillology
and access to others of similar interest.” One
member voiced a common theme, saying “NAVA
makes me feel I am not alone in my enthusiasm!
Flag culture lives and NAVA helps me stay
abreast of it.”

Members also highlighted expanding
the offerings at the annual meeting and
communicating information earlier in the year,
improving financial rigor and administrative
transparency, and better communications with
members who do not have access to e-mail
or computers. They also supported an annual
survey of members and a member handbook.
Some asked for the return of NAVA News to
printed form—while others wanted more on-line
access for publications.

Thanks to all the NAVA members who took
the time to answer the survey and share their
opinions, interests, and suggestions. The full
survey summary can be viewed on the NAVA
website in the Members-Only area.
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Welcome to 2017’s new NAVA members!
Donald Altschiller
Timothy Anderson
Ardgay Flag Service
Andy Arellano
Astronaut Supply
Emmett Bikales
Kevin Bishop
Black Marble LLC
Douglas Bland
Aidan Bogan
Megan Born
Benjamin Bradley
Patrick Buchanan
Connor Buhl
Agnes Burnes
Jackson Burnes
Stephen Cahill
Lilian Cailleaud
Andrew Calhoun
Anthony Capozzi
Phineas Cashman
Paul Cassidy
Kristopher Catt
Al Cavalari
Pauline Cavalari
Zeb Chapman
Chesapeake Bay Flag Association
Steven Chester
Alexander Cook
Benjamin Crafton
Cameron Egan
Elmer’s Flag and Banner LLC
Vicki Englund
Gregg Erickson
Arthur Etchells III
Caroline M Evans
Ian Everhart
Per Fahlen
Patrick Fiehn
Aaron Finkle
Ryan Fischer
Gary Flanders
Richard Geidel
Patrick Genna
Brandon Halpin
John Hanson
Madison Hart
Erik Herron
Zachary Heth
Dominique Hipolito
Erin Hoover
Samuel Hudock
Debra E Kaye
Ward Kelly
Martin K Ketels
Christopher King
Eric King
Jon Lachmann
Lantelme, Kurens & Associates
Carl Larson
Mac Lehman

Cambridge, MA
Greensboro, NC
Berkeley, CA
Plantation, FL
Sacramento, CA
Maplewood, NJ
Washington, DC
Sacramento, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Bound Brook, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Columbus, OH
Cherry Hill, NJ
Muncie, IN
Hyde Park, MA
Hyde Park, MA
Duncanville, TX
Ottawa, ON
Charlotte, NC
Boston, MA
Worcester, MA
Qualicum Beach, BC
Duluth, MN
New Windsor, NY
New Windsor, NY
Mocksville, NC
Bethesda, MD
Denver, CO
Weatherford, TX
Eagle River, AK
Richmond, CA
Portland, OR
St Louis, MO
Bend, OR
Philadelphia, PA
Clearwater, FL
Harrisburg, PA
Enskede, Sweden
San Pedro Garza García, NL, México
Laurys Station, PA
Dayton, OH
Big Bear City, CA
York, PA
Portland, OR
Secaucus, NJ
Trumansburg, NY
Ottawa, ON
Morgantown, WV
Oak Park, IL
Caldwell, NJ
Anaheim, CA
Chicago, IL
Portland, OR
Chicago, IL
Pelham Manor, NY
Knoxville, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Toms River, NJ
Hillsdale, NJ
Medford, MA
Dayton, VA

Adrien Leriche
Ryan Locke
William Longmire
Larry G Ludwik
Roman Mars
Melvin Mason, Jr.
Daniel McCloskey
Timothy McCloskey
Jonathan Meade
Tyler Mich
Scott Miller
Dallin Millington
Gavin Mooradian
Joseph Morales
Michael Moriarty
Mike Morrison
Kasper Mucci
New England Vexillological Assoc.
Tristan Ng
Gabriel Novack
Richard O’Brien
Masao Okazaki
Old Windsor Antiques
Gianluigi Parmeggiani
Peggy Rose Design
Jorrien Peterson
Andrew Por
Scott Preece
Raising Freedom LLC
Rodrigo Ramirez
Derek Reed
Peter Reese
Gavin Rehkemper
Matthew Reilein
Miguel Rodriquez
Margaret Rose
Randy Sabbagh
Frass Saeed
Max Sanchez
Geoffrey Sawyer
Lawrence Schaffzin
Kevin Schramer
Jonathan Seeley
Elle Silverman
Bruce R. Stewart
Jake Surber
Ryan Swensen
Erwin Tejos, Jr.
Bob Terry
Katee Trinkle
Billy Trinkle
Vexman Consulting
William Victoria
Don Walker
Michael Walsh
Baylor Watts
Craig Wenokur
Andrew Whittam
Rhen Wieczorek
William Henry Harrison High School
Duncan Wilson
Matthew Yosgott
Chantal Zakari

Blandon, PA
Scottsdale, AZ
Port Washington, NY
Kettle Falls, WA
Kensington, CA
Forestville, MD
Guilford, CT
Guilford, CT
Highlands Ranch, CO
Washington, DC
Columbia, SC
Elk Ridge, UT
Erie, PA
Bonita Springs, FL
Highland Park, IL
South Portland, ME
Toronto, ON
York, ME
Saratoga Springs, NY
Charlotte, NC
Alexandria, VA
Machida, Tokyo, Japan
New Windsor, NY
Mezzolara Bo, ZZ
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City, UT
Brooklyn, NY
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
Arvada, CO
Colonia Clavería, DF, México
Columbus, OH
Georgetown, TX
University City, MO
Chicago, IL
New York, NY
Sacramento, CA
Leander, TX
Brooklyn, NY
Bay City, OR
San Francisco, CA
Cheltenham, PA
West Chicago, IL
Pearland, TX
Washington, DC
Cambridge, MA
Damascus, VA
Taylorsville, UT
Miami, FL
Oaklyn, NJ
Hyde Park, MA
Sacramento, CA
Washington, ME
Takoma Park, MD
Somerworth, NH
Northport, NY
DeLand, FL
Geneva, IL
Phoenix, AZ
Winona, MN
Harrison, OH
College Park, MD
Fair Oaks, CA
Boston, MA
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New Milford honors Peter “Flag Man” Orenski
on Veterans Day
Published 4:14 pm, Saturday, November 11, 2017
Bottom and
right: Plaque on
monument in
Mew Milford, CT
for Peter Orenski,
1940-2016.
NEW MILFORD
NEWSTIMES

NEW MILFORD, CT—Peter Orenski, better known as
“Flag Man,” didn’t serve in the military, but he spent
much of his life making sure those who did were
honored and remembered.
Orenski, who died last year, created flags, raised
money, promoted projects and even wrote a
300-page book celebrating local veterans during his
76 years, 30 of which were spent in New Milford.
So it was only fitting that the monument created in
his memory was unveiled Saturday after the annual
Veterans Day ceremony.
Before uncovering the plaque, Jim Delancy, a
commander of the town’s Veterans of Foreign Wars
post, told the crowd that Orenski was always there if
the veterans needed a flag, or anything else.
“(Peter) loved the USA so much he dedicated his
life to everything USA,” Delancy said. “He could
never be in the military, but he believed in our
veterans and he was there for everything that we
ever did.”
The plaque, designed by veteran Ray Crawford
and paid for with a resident’s $1,000 donation,
remembers Orenski not only for his “generosity and
kindness” but for his contributions to the town as a
“renowned vexillologist,” or flag expert.
Orenski, who came to the country as a Romanian
refugee when he was 7 years old, organized the
New Milford Flag Design Competition in 1994. The
contest would lead to the creation of the town’s flag,
designed by Jeanne Price, which is still used today.
Kathy Shemeley, a recently retired teacher, said
she still remembers helping her third-graders design
flags to enter into the competition. She was always
impressed, Shemeley
said, with the
amount of research
and time Orenski
devoted to the
project.
He would help
the designers
one-on-one,
created instructions
including a history
of symbols or colors
and compiled the

information with the hope that other towns might
hold competitions of their own, Shemely said.
”It was set up so that any community anywhere
can look at what he had done and create a program
in their own community,” she said. “But he was
always in the background...It was never about Peter.
It was always about the winners and getting the
community together.”
Shemely said she hopes the plaque will let those
who don’t already know about Orenski learn about
the history behind the flag and some of his other
projects in town.
Orenski donated the flag outside New Milford’s
police station, led the project to put flags on flag
poles lining the streets and helped develop the
town’s 9/11 memorial.
The monument dedication in front of Town Hall
was held immediately after the annual Veterans
ceremony on the Town Green.
Dozens of veterans and residents gathered for
the ceremony around the town’s All Wars Memorial
and Vietnam Veterans Memorial, dedicated earlier
this year. The crowd was surrounded by luminaria
lining the green, each created to remember a specific
veteran.
Mayor David Gronbach, Delancy and Shemely,
who is also president of a prisoner of war advocacy
group, all spoke to the crowd about celebrating
those who have served and ensuring they are taken
care of when they return home.
aquinn@newstimes.com
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51st Annual Meeting / 51e Réunion annuelle
Boston, Massachusetts • 13–15 October 2017
Left: NAVA 51
attendees.
TED KAYE

NAVA 51
Attendees
John Adcock
Mary Ansoff
Peter Ansoff
Nicholas Artimovich
Amber Atteberry
Carmen Barcena
Luc Baronian
Christopher Bedwell
Hugh Brady
Betty Brown
Jim Brown
Agnes Burnes
Stephen Cahill
Tony Capozzi
Al Cavalari
Stanley Contrades
Joe Cook
John Cooper
Rhonda Cooper
Jim Croft

Byron DeLear
Fred Drews
Peter Edwards
Vicki Englund
Patricia Essapo
Xing Fei
Jim Ferrigan
Elizabeth French
Mike Gahan
Timothy Gallagher
Lee Goodson
Scot Guenter
Carl Gurtman
Tom Hale
Deanna Hartvigsen
John Hartvigsen
Lee Herold
Annette Jackson
Ed Jackson
Bea Jones
Debbie Kaye
Ted Kaye
Gedi Kiflezgi

John King
Steven Knowlton
Carl Larson
Vernon León
Dick Libby
Kathryn Libby
Scott Mainwaring
David Martucci
Janet Martucci
Daniel McCloskey
Timothy McCloskey
Melissa McCue-McGrath
Ted McNabb
Maxime Meka Meka
Barbara Moeller
Henry Moeller
Rich Monahan
Carlos Morales-Ramírez
Kevin Murray
Tristan Ng
David Ott
Annie Platoff
Ken Reynolds

Peggy Rose
Robert Sarwark
Clyde Simpson
Collin Simpson
Larry Soucier
Charles Spain
Jeff Spain
Gwen Spicer
Bruce Stewart
Christopher Sweet
Gustavo Tracchia
Bill Trinkle
Katee Trinkle
Vanessa Van de Putte
Su Wang
Mimi Weinstein
Larry Wentworth
Steve Wheatley
Edward White
Cindy Williams
Chantal Zakari
Xinfeng Zhao

